DO YOU KNOW

WHO IS PULLING THE STRINGS?

WHO IS MAKING A PROFIT?
The powerful arms lobby promotes military approaches to foreign policy issues. The result, time after time after time, is more violence, more refugees, more terrorism. It's time to stop it.

PAS DE SALON DE L'ARMEMENT À PARIS !

**FACT:** Its success depends on huge government subsidies to help it export arms, research and create new weapons, and lavish entertainment and gifts on foreign buyers, never mind how unpleasant their regime. If these subsidies were instead invested in shore, wind and marine energy, they could create more jobs than the entire arms industry (CAAT).

**FACT:** The arms industry pays professional lobbyists and influential ‘expert advisors’ (often ex-ministers, officials and retired senior military figures) to drum up bigger arms budgets in the name of employment and national security.